Staff Advisory Council

EEO Code 1 & 3 – Executive/Administrative/Managerial
(Updated 4/10/2024)

4H CLUB SUPRT & AWARDS ASSOC
4H DATA MGMT & SYSTMS ASSOC
ACAD ADVR/COORD OF ACAD PRGMS
ACAD PRGM COORD
ACAD PRGM DEVLP
ACAD PROG ADVSR & SR COORD
ACAD PROG COORD
ACAD REC AND GRAD COORD
ACCNTNG ASSOC
ACCNTNG ASSOC (INTERN)
ACCNTNG ASSOCIATE
ACCOUNTANT I
ACCOUNTANT II
ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATE
ACCT & OPER ASSOC
ACCT RECEIVABLE SPEC
ACCT RECV SPEC
ACQUIS EDITOR
ACQUISITIONS EDITOR
ACTG & FIN COORD
ACTG AND OPER SPEC
ACTG ASSOC
ACTG ASSOC (INTERN)
ACTG FIN LRNG & DEVLVP COORD
ACTG REP
ADM & REC COORD
ADM & REC COORD (LU)
ADM & REC OFCR
ADM REG & ENROLL SERV SPEC
ADM REGSTR & ENRLMNT SERV SPEC
ADM SPEC
ADMIN SPEC
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
ADMINISTRATIVE AIDE
ADMINISTRATIVE AIDE (CONT)
ADMINISTRATIVE AIDE (FLEX)
ADMINISTRATIVE AIDE (LUFB)
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSITANT
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSITANT
ADMINISTRATIVE INCREMENT
ADMINISTRATIVE NURSE III
ADMINV AIDE
ADMISS, REG & ENROLMENT SPEC
ADMISSIONS & RECORDS COORD
ADMISSIONS & RECORDS OFCR
ADMISSIONS & RECORDS OFFICER
ADMISSIONS & RECORDS REP
ADMN MGR
ADV & WELL COORD
ADV RECR & LEAD PRGM COORD
ADVC SR AWARD MGMT COORD
ADVC SR PRE-AWARD SS COORD
ADVC SR PROPOSAL COORD
ADVC SR SPEC, PROC & REC MGMT
ADV'S SUPPORT ASSOC
AFFIRM ACTN DATA ANLYST
AFFRM ACTION DATA ANLYS
AIDE, ADMINISTRATIVE
ALUM & DONOR REL COORD
ALUMNI, MKTG, & COMNC SPEC
ANALYTICS MGR
ANIM IMG COORD
ANIMAL IMAGING COORDINATOR
ANIMAL IMAGING SPECIALIST
ANIMAL IMAGING TECHNOLOGIST
ANLYT SPEC
APARTMENT PROG COORD
APP & DATA SERV LEADER
APP DEVLP LEAD
APP DEVLP MGR
APP DEVLP SPEC
APP DEVLR
APP INT SPEC
APP INTEGRATION DEVLR
APP SERV SPEC
APP WEB SYST SPEC
APPLICATION INTEGRATION SPEC
AQUATICS COORD
ARCH/ENG, CAP MAINTENANCE PLNG
ART DIR
ARTIST, SCIENTIFIC
ASOC DIR, IT PARTNERS
ASSET MGMT AND ADMN SUPPORT
ASSIST REGISTRAR ACQUISITIONS
ASSISTANT CHIEF
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FYE
ASSISTANT PAYROLL MANAGER
ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR
ASSISTANT, PROGRAM ADMINISTRAT
ASSMT & EVAL DATA ANLYS
ASSOC SITE RELIABILITY ENGR
ASSOC ACQUIS EDITOR
ASSOC AUDIO VISUAL TECH SPEC
ASSOC AUDIO-VISUAL ENGR
ASSOC AUDIO-VISUAL SPEC
ASSOC AV PLANNER
ASSOC BOOK DESIGNER
ASSOC BUS ANLYS
ASSOC BUS PROC AUTOMATION ENGR
ASSOC CREATIVE DIR
ASSOC DATA ANLYS
ASSOC DIR
ASSOC DIR ADVCMT COMNC
ASSOC DIR ADVCY
ASSOC DIR ALUM CORP STDNT REL
ASSOC DIR BDGT & RSRSC PLNG
ASSOC DIR BIOSECRTY & SFTY
ASSOC DIR BUS & FIN
ASSOC DIR BUS OPER
ASSOC DIR COMNC & MKTG
ASSOC DIR CUSTOMER REL & COMNC
ASSOC DIR DISRUPTION
ASSOC DIR DVSTY INITIATIVES
ASSOC DIR EDUC INNOV
ASSOC DIR EMPL REL & HR, DVSTY
ASSOC DIR EMPLOY ENGAGEMENT DEVLP
ASSOC DIR FACILTS, PLNG, CONST
ASSOC DIR FIN & BDGT
ASSOC DIR FIN & BUS OPER
ASSOC DIR FIN GRAD PRGM
ASSOC DIR FOR ADMIN AND OPS
ASSOC DIR FOR BDGT & RES PLNG
ASSOC DIR FOR BUS OPER
ASSOC DIR FOR COMNC
ASSOC DIR FOR FIN & BUS OPER
ASSOC DIR FOR GLOBAL REL
ASSOC DIR FOR HR
ASSOC DIR FOR PRGM IMPLMNTN
ASSOC DIR FOR STRATEGIC INITIATIVES
ASSOC DIR GRANTS & CONTRACTS
ASSOC DIR IE
ASSOC DIR INATL PRGMS IN ENGR
ASSOC DIR NEW STDNT & FAM EXP
ASSOC DIR OF ADMINISTRATION
ASSOC DIR OF ADMN & OPER
ASSOC DIR OF BRP
ASSOC DIR OF BUS AND FIN
ASSOC DIR OF COMNC
ASSOC DIR OF FACILTS & OPER
ASSOC DIR OF FIN MGMT
ASSOC DIR OF FRST YR EXP
ASSOC DIR OF GRAD PRGMS
ASSOC DIR OF HR
ASSOC DIR OF HWW
ASSOC DIR OF INFO TECHNOL
ASSOC DIR OF INST COMNC
ASSOC DIR OF IT AT PUB SAFETY
ASSOC DIR OF MKTG
ASSOC DIR OF MKTG & COMNC
ASSOC DIR OF MKTG COMNC
ASSOC DIR OF OPER & FIN
ASSOC DIR OF OPERATIONS
ASSOC DIR OF REG AND LOGISTICS
ASSOC DIR OF STORYTELLING
ASSOC DIR OF USER SERV
ASSOC DIR OF VIDEO SERVICES
ASSOC DIR OPER
ASSOC DIR PARK OPER
ASSOC DIR PRFNL EDUC
ASSOC DIR PRGM SUPP, STU INS
ASSOC DIR RETREAT CTR
ASSOC DIR SJL
ASSOC DIR SOC MED&DIG STRAT
ASSOC DIR SSC
ASSOC DIR STRATEGIC COMNC
ASSOC DIR STRATG COMNC & MKTG
ASSOC DIR WEB SERV
ASSOC DIR, ACAD PRGMS
ASSOC DIR, ATHL COMNC
ASSOC DIR, CARE
ASSOC DIR, CREATIVE CONTENT
ASSOC DIR, DATA STRAT & ANLYTS
ASSOC DIR, ENG CAREER SERV
ASSOC DIR, ENTRPRNSHP PRGMING
ASSOC DIR, EVENT MGMT
ASSOC DIR, FIN OPS
ASSOC DIR, HSG HR
ASSOC DIR, INFO & DATA SERV
ASSOC DIR, IOD
ASSOC DIR, IT OPER
ASSOC DIR, LRNG INNOVATION
ASSOC DIR, MS BUS AN
ASSOC DIR, OUTR & PUB ENGMT
ASSOC DIR, SERV & PROCESS MGMT
ASSOC DIR, STDNT SUCCESS
ASSOC DIR, TITLE IX
ASSOC EDITOR
ASSOC HELP DESK SPEC
ASSOC HOSP DIR OF FIN
ASSOC INFRASTRUCTURE SPEC
ASSOC IT SPEC
ASSOC IT SPECIALIST (INTERN)
ASSOC LINUX SYS ADMN
ASSOC LINUX SYS ADMNR
ASSOC MGR OF CORES FACILTS
ASSOC NETWORK ENGR
ASSOC PROG DIR
ASSOC PROJ MANAGER
ASSOC PROJ MGR
ASSOC SOFTWARE DEVELOPER
ASSOC SOFTWARE ENGR
ASSOC SYS DEV
ASSOC SYST ENGR
ASSOC TECHNOL SUPPORT SPEC
ASSOC WEB APP DEVLPR
ASSOC WEB DEVLPR
ASSOC. DIR. PREVNT.
ASSOCIATE IT SPECIALIST
ASSOCIATE SOFTWARE DEVELOPER
ASST ACQUIS EDITOR
ASST AD, FIN OPS
ASST ART DIRECTOR
ASST ATH DIR, FACILITIES
ASST ATH DIR, SPORTS TECH
ASST ATHL DIR, CAMP & YTH PRGM
ASST BKSTR MGR, BOOKS & SUP
ASST COMNC DIR
ASST CONTRACT COORD
ASST COORD INTL ADMISSIONS
ASST DATA ANLYS
ASST DIR
ASST DIR ACAD COMPLNCE & REPRRT
ASST DIR ADM RGSTR ENRLMT SVC
ASST DIR ADMNR & OPER
ASST DIR ALUMNI ENGAGMT
ASST DIR ATHL COMNC
ASST DIR AUDIO VIDEO SERV
ASST DIR BASIC NEEDS
ASST DIR BDGT & FIN
ASST DIR BDGT & RSRSC PLNG
ASST DIR BDGT RSRSC PLNG
ASST DIR BUS ANLYS
ASST DIR BUS OPER
ASST DIR BUS OPERATIONS
ASST DIR BUS SERV LASSC
ASST DIR BUS SVC ATLAS LAS ONL
ASST DIR CAMPUS ENGAGMT & INNOV
ASST DIR CANS
ASST DIR CAREER & PROF DEV
ASST DIR CAREER & PROF DEVLP
ASST DIR COMM
ASST DIR COMPET SPORTS & CMTY
ASST DIR CONSTITUENT ENGAGMT
ASST DIR DATA ANYS & SYST SERV
ASST DIR DATA INNOVATION
ASST DIR DINING EMP & TRAIN
ASST DIR DOC SVS & CMD
ASST DIR EE CONN & CMTY OUTR
ASST DIR EVENTS & FAC SCHED
ASST DIR EVNTS OTRH DGTL STRGY
ASST DIR FACILTS
ASST DIR FACILTS & SAFETY
ASST DIR FIN & ADMIN
ASST DIR FIN & ADMN
ASST DIR FIN & PROCUREMENT
ASST DIR FIN BDGT
ASST DIR FIN BUS OPS
ASST DIR FIN SERV
ASST DIR FIRST YEAR ADM
ASST DIR FITNESS PRGMS
ASST DIR FOOD & BEVERAGE OPER
ASST DIR FOOD SECURITY
ASST DIR FOR ACTG
ASST DIR FOR ADMIN
ASST DIR FOR BUS & FIN OPER
ASST DIR FOR BUS IT
ASST DIR FOR COMNC
ASST DIR FOR DESIGN
ASST DIR FOR EVENT ADMN
ASST DIR FOR FIN
ASST DIR FOR GRAD PRGMS
ASST DIR FOR HR
ASST DIR FOR MEDIA & MKTG
ASST DIR FOR PRGM
ASST DIR FOR PROCUREMENT
ASST DIR FOR PROG OPER
ASST DIR FOR RES ADMIN
ASST DIR FOR RES ADMN
ASST DIR FOR SAFETY
ASST DIR FOR SHARED AHW HR
ASST DIR FOR TRANSFER PRGMS
ASST DIR FS,CATERING & RETAIL
ASST DIR GLBL EDUC KNWL MGMT
ASST DIR HR
ASST DIR HR - LAS HR
ASST DIR HUMAN RESOURCES
ASST DIR IL CTR
ASST DIR INATL ADM
ASST DIR INATL SFTY & SCRTY
ASST DIR INCL & TLNT DEV
ASST DIR INFRASTRUCTURE SERV
ASST DIR INTL STDNT CAR DEVLP
ASST DIR LRNG SUPPORT
ASST DIR MEMBER SERV
ASST DIR MKTG & COMNC
ASST DIR MKTG, WELLNESS
ASST DIR MKTNG
ASST DIR MRKTG AND COMNC
ASST DIR OF ADMIN
ASST DIR OF ADVCMT OPER
ASST DIR OF ALUMNI & CORP REL
ASST DIR OF ALUMNI ENGAGMT
ASST DIR OF ANLYT & ALIGNMENT
ASST DIR OF AQUATIC & RISK MGMT
ASST DIR OF BUS & FIN
ASST DIR OF BUS OPERATIONS
ASST DIR OF BUS SERV CTR
ASST DIR OF COMNC
ASST DIR OF CULINARY SERV
ASST DIR OF ENGR HR
ASST DIR OF FACILTS
ASST DIR OF FIN
ASST DIR OF FIN & ADMN
ASST DIR OF FINANCE
ASST DIR OF FLEET SERV
ASST DIR OF GRANTS & CONTRACTS
ASST DIR OF HLTH INFO SYST
ASST DIR OF HR
ASST DIR OF HR & GRAD PRGRMS
ASST DIR OF HR, MATH
ASST DIR OF LAB OPER
ASST DIR OF MKTG
ASST DIR OF MKTG & COMNC
ASST DIR OF MKTG & FAN DEVLP
ASST DIR OF ONLINE PRGMS
ASST DIR OF OPER
ASST DIR OF PRGM SUPPORT
ASST DIR OF PROCUREMENT
ASST DIR OF PURCH
ASST DIR OF PURCHASING
ASST DIR OF SPEC EVENTS
ASST DIR OF SPONSORED PROJ
ASST DIR OF STEWARDSHIP
ASST DIR ONLINE PRGM
ASST DIR ONLINE PRGMS
ASST DIR PRE-AWARD GRANT MNG
ASST DIR PRGM AND ENGAGE
ASST DIR PUBLIC ENGAGE
ASST DIR PURCH
ASST DIR SPONSORED PROJ ADMN
ASST DIR SRVS & BUS OPER
ASST DIR STDNT ENG
ASST DIR STDNT ENGAGE ACAD SUC
ASST DIR STDNT ENGAGMT
ASST DIR STEWARDSHIP ALUM REL
ASST DIR STEWARDSHIP DONOR REL
ASST DIR STRAT & COMNC
ASST DIR STUDENT DEVELOPMENT
ASST DIR STWRDSHP & DNR REL
ASST DIR UGRAD DATA & CURR DEV
ASST DIR VETRN STDNT SPPRT SRV
ASST DIR, ALUMNI REL
ASST DIR, ATHL COMNC
ASST DIR, AUD & COMPL
ASST DIR, AWARD MGMT
ASST DIR, BDGT & FIN
ASST DIR, BUS & FIN
ASST DIR, BUS AFF
ASST DIR, CHEM LRNG CTR
ASST DIR, CHICAGO STDNT EXP
ASST DIR, COMNC & MKTG
ASST DIR, COMNC & OUTREACH
ASST DIR, CORP REL
ASST DIR, CREATIVE SERVICES
ASST DIR, CYBSECRTY OP & ENGR
ASST DIR, DATA & CASH MGMT
ASST DIR, DATA & ENT SYST
ASST DIR, DVSTY EDUC
ASST DIR, ENGR CAREER SERV
ASST DIR, EXT REL & OPER
ASST DIR, EXTERNAL REL
ASST DIR, FIN
ASST DIR, FIN ANLYS
ASST DIR, FIN OPER
ASST DIR, FIRST-YEAR APP PROC
ASST DIR, GRNTS & CNTRCTS
ASST DIR, GRNTS/CNTRCTS
ASST DIR, HEALTH PROF ADV
ASST DIR, HEALTH PROF ADVISOR
ASST DIR, HR
ASST DIR, HSG BLDG SERV
ASST DIR, HTEP
ASST DIR, IBM
ASST DIR, ICE ARENA
ASST DIR, INSTRN TECH
ASST DIR, IQUIST
ASST DIR, IWRC
ASST DIR, LAS HONORS
ASST DIR, MEP
ASST DIR, MHA GRAD PRGM
ASST DIR, MKTG & COMNC
ASST DIR, MSFE
ASST DIR, NCPRE
ASST DIR, NETWORK SERV
ASST DIR, NSP
ASST DIR, PROC & REC MGMT
ASST DIR, PROPOSALS
ASST DIR, RES OPS
ASST DIR, RTL OPER & VEND CONT
ASST DIR, SCHOLARSHIP & ADM
ASST DIR, Social Media
ASST DIR, SPEC EVENTS
ASST DIR, STDNT ENGAGMT
ASST DIR, STEWARD & DONOR REL
ASST DIR, STRATG BUS
ASST DIR, STRATG COMNC
ASST DIR, TSTG CTR
ASST DIR, VIDEO SERV
ASST DIR, WOMEN IN ENGR
ASST DIR, WORKFORCE ANALYTICS
ASST DIR, WRC
ASST DIRC, CREATIVE SERV
ASST MGR, CIMS
ASST MGR, IHR COMP OPER
ASST MGR, INTEGRATED USER SERV
ASST PAYROLL MGR
ASST PROJ DIR
ASST PROP AND RENTALS DIR
ASST REGISTRAR
ASST SALES MGR
ASST TICKET MGR
ASST TO ASSOC CHANC & V PROV
ASST TO ASSOC DEAN GRAD PRGRM
ASST TO ASSOC DIR
ASST TO ASSOC VP STRATG INIT
ASST TO ASST DEAN
ASST TO CHIEF MRKTNG OFC & DEP
ASST TO EXEC V PROV ACAD AFF
ASST TO HEAD
ASST TO SR ASSOC CHANC FOR HR
ASST TO THE CHAIR
ASST TO THE CHIEF OF STAFF
ASST TO THE DEAN
ASST TO THE DIR
ASST TO THE EXEC DIR
ASST TO THE HEAD
ASST TO THE PROVOST
ASST TO THE V CHANC
ASST TO THE VC ADMIN AND OPS
ASST TO THE VP & CFO
ASST TO VP FOR ECON DEV & INN
ASST. DIR.
AST DIR ADM & ENRLMNT MGMT SVC
AUDIO VISUAL COORD
AUDIO VISUAL TECH SPEC
AUDIO-VISUAL PRGRMR
AWARD MGMT COORD
BAA PROCUREMENT MANAGER
BDGT & FIN ANLYS COORD
BDGT & FIN MGR
BICYCLE CTR COORD
BOOKSTORE DIR
BOOKSTORE MGR, OPS
BPC PROG COORD
BROADCAST TRAFFIC SPEC
BUDGET & FIN ASSOC
BUS & FIN COORD
BUS & FIN MGR
BUS & FIN SPEC
BUS & HR SPEC
BUS & IT OPS COORD
BUS ADMIN ASSOC
BUS ADMN ASSOC
BUS AND FIN ANALYST
BUS AND FIN COORD
BUS AND FIN MGR
BUS AND FIN SPEC
BUS ANLYS
BUS CONTINUITY PLNG SPEC
BUS COORD
BUS FIN ANLYS
BUS FIN SPEC
BUS FINANCE COORD
BUS INTELLIGENCE COORD
BUS INTELLIGENCE DEVLP
BUS INTELLIGENCE DEVLPR
BUS INTELLIGENCE SUPPORT ANLYS
BUS INTELLIGENCE TECH ANYLXS
BUS MANAGER
BUS MGR
BUS MGR (CONT)
BUS MGR (LU)
BUS MNGR
BUS OPER MGR
BUS OPER SPEC
BUS PROCESS AUTOMATION ENGNR
BUS PROCESS IMPROV FACIL
BUS PROCESS SOLUTIONS ARCH
BUS PROCUREMENT SPEC
BUS SERV MGR
BUS SERV SPEC
BUS SPEC
BUS/ADMIN ASSOC
BUS/ADMINV ANALYST
BUS/ADMINV ASSOC
BUS/ADMINV ASSOC (INTERN)
BUS/ADMINV ASSOC (LUFB)
BUS/ADMINV ASSOC, CARD SERV
BUS/ADMINV ASSOC, PAYMENT OPS
BUS/ADMINV ASSOC, SUPPORT SERV
BUS/ADMINV ASSOCIATE (LUFB)
BUS/ADMINV ASSOCIATE CARD SERV
BUS/ADMN ASSOC
BUS/FIN SPEC
BUS/HR ASSOC
BUSIN/ADMINV ASSOCIATE (CONT)
BUSINESS ANALYST
BUSINESS DATA SPECIALIST
BUSINESS MANAGER
BUSINESS/ADMINV ASSOC
BUSINESS/ADMINV ASSOCIATE
BUSINESS/ADMINV ASSOCIATE
BUSINESS/ADMINV ASSOCIATE
CAMPUS INSTRN FACILTS MGR
CAMPUS RECRUITING ASST
CANCER DATA DEVLP COORD
CAP CONST & BLDG PROJ MGR
CARE MANAGER
CAREER ADV
CAREER COACH & ASST DIR
CAREER SERV ADVR
CAREER SERV COORD
CASE MGR, SAC
CASH MGMT SPEC
CASHIER OPER COORD
CHAD RES COORD
CHANC SCHED COORD
CHF BRDCST ENGR (LU)
CHILD DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR
CHILDREN’S PRGM COORD
CHILDREN’S PROG DIR
CIRCULATION MANAGER
CLAIMS SPEC
CLASS ANALYST
CLASS ANLYS
CLASS ANLYS - HRA
CLASS SCHEDULE COORD
CLASS SUPPORT OPER MGR
CLASS/STU SUP PRGM SPEC
CLASSIFICATION ANALYST - HRA
CLASSROOM & CONF TECH SPEC
CLERKSHIP COORD
CLERY COMPL COORD
CLIENT REL MGMT COORD
CLIN BUS SPEC
CLIN PARTNERSHIPS MGR
CLIN REVIEW COORD
CLIN TRIALS MGR
CLOUD ARCH
CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE SPEC
CMN SPEC
CMTY ENGAGMT & OUTR SPEC
CMTY ENGAGMT SPEC
CMTY PRAC COORD
COLLECT COORD
COLLECTIONS COORD
COMM & CUST REL COORD
COMMUNITY MANAGER
COMN & CUSTOMER REL COORD
COMNC & CONTENT COORD
COMNC & MKTG SPEC
COMNC AND EVENTS SPEC
COMNC ASSOC FOR OVCAA
COMNC COORD
COMNC DIR
COMNC LEAD ASSOC
COMNC MGR
COMNC SPEC
COMPENSATION MGR
COMPENSATION SPEC
COMPETITIVE SPORTS & CMTY PRGM
COMPL COORD
COMPL SPEC
COMPUTATIONAL SYST ANLYS
COMTY OUTR ADVR
CONF & EVENTS DIR
CONSTITUENT ENGAGMT COORD
CONSTR PROJ COORD II
CONSTRUCTION PROJECT COORD II
CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDENT
CONTRACT COMPL SPEC
CONTRACT COORD
CONTRACT SPEC
CONTRACT SPEC (INTERN)
CONTRACT SPECIALIST
CONTRACTS SPEC
COORD
COORD ACAD AFF
COORD ACCT RECV OPS
COORD BUS OPER
COORD CAREER ADVS
COORD CATALOG & CRSE MGMT
COORD CMTY PARTNERSHIPS
COORD CONF AND SPEC EVENTS
COORD ENTERPRISE SYST
COORD FIN & ADMIN
COORD FOR INATL SFTY & SECRTY
COORD FOR UGRAD RECRUITMENT
COORD GOV COSTING
COORD GRAINGR ENG LIB IDEA LAB
COORD INTRN PRGM
COORD LEGAL INFO & INVC MGMT
COORD OF ALUMNI ENGAGMT
COORD OF CONSTITUENT AWARDS
COORD OF FIN OPERATIONS
COORD OF HOUSING INFO
COORD OF INSTRN DES & VID PROD
COORD OF OPER, THE PRES HOUSE
COORD OF PAYMENT SUPPORT SERV
COORD OF RES PRGM
COORD OF RES PRGMS
COORD OF STEM ENGAGMT ACT
COORD OF VENDOR SERV
COORD OPS SUPPORT
COORD PERF ARTS EVENTS
COORD RECRUIT & ADM
COORD RESRCH PRGMS
COORD SPEC PRGM BLDG MAINT
COORD STDNT CONTACT CTR
COORD STDNT ENGAGMT SUCCESS
COORD STDNT INNOV & ENTRP PRGM
COORD STDNT SUS CMTE
COORD STND ENGAGMNT
COORD UGRAD RECRUIT RES & PLMT
COORD UNIV CONTRACT
COORD, ARISE & STDNT SUCCESS
COORD, AUD & COMPL
COORD, AUDIT & COMPL
COORD, AUDIT AND COMPL
COORD, BD CMTE AND OPERATIONS
COORD, CARD SERV
COORD, CAREER ADVS
COORD, CMPTR-BASED TSTG FACILT
COORD, CORP & ALUMNI REL
COORD, DATA SCI & PRGM
COORD, FISC PLNG & BDGT
COORD, INATL STDNT PRGMS
COORD, SPEC PRGMS
COORD, STAFFING & EDUC
COORD, STDNT & ACAD AFF
COORD, STEWARDSHIP & DONOR REL
CORE FAC BUS MGR
CORP RELATIONSHIP MGR
CORP RELATIONSHIP MGR
COURTYARD CAFE PROG COORD
CQI ASSOC MGR
CQI MANAGER (CONT)
CREATIVE DIR
CREATIVE SERV MGR
CREATV PROG MGR
CURR CONTENT SPEC
CUST SERV COORD
CYBER COMP & POLICY SPEC
CYBER TECHNOLOG FACILITATOR
CYBERSECRTY ANLYS
CYBERSECURITY ANLYS
CYBERSECURITY ENGR
CYBERSECURITY RISK ANLYS
CYBERSECURITY TRNG SPEC
DATA ANLYT
DATA ANALYS
DATA ANALYST
DATA ANLYS
DATA ANLYS PRGRMR
DATA ANLYT SOLUTIONS COORD
DATA CTR OPER SPEC
DATA ENGR
DATA GOVERNANCE ANLYS (CONT)
DATA MGR
DATA MODELER & ETL DVLPR
DATA REPORTING SPEC
DATA SCI
DATA SECRTY COORD
DATA VISUAL SPEC
DATA, INFO, BUDG RES ANALY
DATABASE APP PRGRMR
DATABASE PRGRMR
DATABASE SPEC
DCM OPER SUPPORT SPEC
DEGREE AUD
DEGREE SYST SPEC
DEI PRGM COORD
DEPLOYMENT SPEC
DEPUTY DIR IHR DATA OPS
DESIGN & EXPERIENCE SPEC
DESIGN SPEC
DIR FOR PUB ENGAGMT
DIR HR
DIR ILEAP
DIR INFO SERV
DIR OF ANLYT & ALIGNMENT
DIR OF BDGT & RSRSC PLNG
DIR OF BRAND ENGAGMT
DIR OF BUS OPER
DIR OF COMM & CONTENT STRATEGY
DIR OF COMNC
DIR OF DESIGN GRP
DIR OF EBI (CONT)
DIR OF FIN OPER
DIR OF IT
DIR OF MKTG
DIR OF MKTG & STRATA
DIR OF NCSA HR
DIR OF RES ADMIN
DIR OF RES COMNC
DIR OF SOCIAL MEDIA
DIR OF SPEC EVENTS
DIR OF SPEC PROJ & EVENTS
DIR OF THE BACHELORS
DIR OF VIDEO DEVLP
DIR TICKETING, SFC
DIR, BDGT & RSRSC PLNG
DIR, CHICAGO PROG AND PRTNRSHP
DIR, COMMUNICATIONS
DIR, CREAT DES
DIR, DEI & TALENT ATTRACT PRGM
DIR, GRANTS & CONTRACTS
DIR, LAS CAREER SERV
DIR, MKTG & COMNC
DIR, OFC OF CORP PARTNERSHIPS
DIR, PRFNLE EDUC & WRKFRC DEVLP
DIR, RES COMM
DIR-CTR FOR SM URBAN COMM
DIRECT DIGITAL CONTROL SPEC 3
DIRECT DIGITAL CONTROL SPEC 5
DIRECT DIGITAL CONTROL SPEC II
DIRECTOR OF ASSEMBLY HALL, ASST
DPTY CHIEF MKTG OFCR
E COM ADMIN
ECOMMERCE ADMNR
EDITOR, BBCB
EDITORIAL SPEC
EDUC ABROAD COORD
EDUC TECH SPEC
EDUC TECH SPEC - ONLINE
EDUC TECH SPEC (TECH MGMT)
E-LEARNING QUALITY ASSUR COORD
eLEARNING SPEC
ELECTRIC CONSTR SUPERINTENDENT
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN
EMPLOYMENT REL COORD
EMRGY MGMT TRNG COORD
ENDPOINT SERV SPEC
ENERGY ANLYS ENGR SPEC
ENG CAREER SERV COORD
ENGAGEMENT SPECIALIST
ENGL PLACEMENT TEST COORD
ENGR HRIS COORD
ENGR SPEC
ENGR SPEC, BAS CONTROLS
ENGR STDNT DESIGN CENTER SUPV
ENGR TCH LAB COORD
ENTERPRISE ADMN SPEC
ENTERPRISE APP ADMIN LEAD
ENTERPRISE APP ADMIN SPEC
ENTERPRISE APP SPEC
ENTERPRISE SYST ANLYS
ENTERPRISE SYST COORD
ENTERPRISE SYST SPEC
ENTERPRISE SYSTEM SPECIALIST
ENVRL SCI WRITER
ETL DEVLPR
EVENT COORD
EVENTS & CLIENT REL COORD
EVENTS ADMIN ASSOC
EXC ASST TO THE ASSOC CHNC
EXEC ADMIN ASST
EXEC ASST
EXEC ASST TO DIR
EXEC ASST TO THE DEAN
EXEC ASST TO THE DIR
EXEC ASST TO THE PRES
EXEC ASST, AIRPORT ADMIN
EXEC MGR
EXECUTIVE CHEF
EXP AND CULTURE COORD
EXPERIENCE MGR
EXT DESIGN SPEC
EXT IT ANLYS
EXT VOLUNTEER MGMT SYST ASSOC
EXTERNAL REL COORD
FAB LAB MGR
FACIL MGR
FACIL OPS COORD
FACILITIES MANAGER
FACILITY OPER COORD
FACILITY OPERATIONS COOR
FACILITY OPERATIONS COORD
FACILTS INFO MGMT SPEC
FACILTS INFO MGMT TECH
FAM FIRST CONT QUAL IMPRV MGR
FAM FIRST IMP SUPP SPEC
FAM FIRST IMPL SUPP SPEC
FAM FIRST IMPL SUPPORT SPEC
FED EXCESS PROP COORD
FIELD SAFETY ADVR
FIELD SUPPORT TECH
FIN & ADMN COORD
FIN ACCNTG REPORTING ANALYST
FIN ACCT & REPORTING ANLYS
FIN ACTG & REPORTING ANALYST
FIN ACTG & REPORTING ANLYS
FIN ACTG & REPORTING ANYLS
FIN ACTG & REPORTING SPEC
FIN ACTG AND REPORTING ANLYS
FIN ACTG REPORTING ANYLS
FIN ACTG REPORTING SPEC
FIN ACTG SPEC
FIN ANLYS
FIN COORD
FIN DATA & REPORTING COORD
FIN MGMT SPEC
FIN OPER COORD
FIN REPORTING COORD
FIN SPEC
FIRE DEPT LIAISON
FIREARMS TRAINING COORD
FISC CONTROLS MGR
FM LIBRN PROD
FOELLINGER AUDITORIUM MGR
FOOD SERVICE ADMINISTRATOR III
FOOD SERVICE ADMINISTRATOR IV
FOOD SERVICE CHEF
FRONT END DEVELOPR
GRANTS & CONTRACTS COORD
GRANTS & CONTRACTS SPEC
GRANTS AND CONTRACTS SPEC
GRANTS PROPOSAL SPEC
GRAPHIC AND WEB DESIGN COORD
GRAPHIC COMNC DESIGNER
GRAPHIC DESIGN ASSOC
GRAPHIC DESIGN ASSOC-CONTRACT
GRAPHIC DESIGN MANAGER (CONT)
GRAPHIC DESIGN SPEC
GRAPHIC DESIGN SPECIALIST
GRAPHIC DESIGN WEB SPEC
GRAPHIC DESIGNER
GRAPHIC DESIGNER III
GRNTS/CNTRCTS ASSOC
GRNTS/CNTRCTS ASST
GRNTS/CNTRCTS COORD
GRNTS/CNTRCTS SPEC
GRNTS/FELLOWSHIP COORD
HEAD CHEF
HEALTH SERVICES COORD
HELP DESK SPEC
HISTOLOGY TECHNOLOGIST
HLTH EDUC STRESS MGMT
HLTH INFO ADMIN
HLTH INFO ADMIN (LU)
HOSP SERV COORD
HOTEL MGR, ILLINI UNION
HOUSING OFFICER
HR AND BUS OPER ASSOC
HR APPLICATIONS MGR
HR ASSISTANT MANAGER
HR ASSOC
HR ASSOC (INTERN)
HR ASSOC INTERN
HR ASSOCIATE
HR BUSINESS PARTNER
HR COMNC ASSOC
HR COORD
HR COORDINATOR
HR GENERALIST
HR MGR
HR MGR, CLASS AND COMP
HR MGR, RCRDS AND APPT PROC
HR OFFICER PROCESSOR
HR OFFICER SURS
HR OPER PARTNER
HR OPERATIONS PARTNER
HR SERV REP
HR SERVICE REP
HR SPEC
HR SPEC, WORK AUTH
HR SYST MGR
HR/PAYROLL COORD (HRA)
HR/PAYROLL SPEC (HRA)
HRIS ANLYS
HUMAN RESOURCE ASSOCIATE
HUMAN RESOURCE OFFICER
HUMAN RESOURCES ASSOCIATE
ICE ARENA COORD
IDENTITY&ACCESS MGMT ARCH
IDENTITY&ACCESS MGMT SPEC
IMPACT COMPL SPEC
INATL ADM SPEC
INATL DATA COORD
INATL EMPLOYMENT COORD
INATL SCHOLAR ADV SPEC
INATL SCHOLAR ADVS SPEC
INATL STDNT ADVS SPEC
INATL STUD ADV SPEC
INATL TRNG & PRGM SPEC
INFECTION PREV & CTRL COORD
INFO TECHNOL LEAD TECH ASSOC
INFRASTRUCTURE ENGR
INFRASTRUCTURE MGR
INFRASTRUCTURE SPEC
INFRASTRUCTURE SPEC ASSOC
INNOV COORD
INNOVATION SERV LEAD
INSTR LAB SOFTWARE SPEC
INSTRN DATA SPEC
INSTRN SERV LABS COORD
INSTRN TECHNOL FACILITATOR
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER
INSURANCE RISK MANAGER II
INSURANCE RISK MGR
INTERIOR DESIGNER
INTL ADM SPEC
INVENT REC CTRL SUPRV
INVENTORY REC CTRL SUPRV
ISP PROGRAM COORD
IT ANLYS
IT ASSOC
IT ASST MGR
IT FIELD CONSULT DEV
IT FIELD CONSULTANT
IT INFRASTRUCTURE OPER SPEC
IT INFRASTRUCTURE SPEC
IT MANAGER/ADMINV COORDINATOR
IT MGR
IT MGR, END USER SUPPORT
IT MGR/LEAD DEVLPR
IT PLANT ENGR SPEC
IT SOLUTIONS ARCH
IT SPEC
IT SPECIALIST
IT SUPPORT ASSOC
IT SUPPORT ASSOC (INTERN)
IT SUPPORT ASSOC (LU)
IT SUPPORT ASSOCIATE
IT SYST ADMNR
IT SYST MGR
IT TEAM MGR
IT TECH ASSOC
IT TECH ASSOC (LU)
IT TECH SPEC
IT TECH SUPPORT
IT TECHNICAL ASSOCIATE
IT TRAINING SPECIALIST
JOB ORDER CONTRACT SPECIALIST
JOURNALS MKTG ASST
JR GRAPHIC DESIGNER
JRNL MRKT COMNC MGR
JUVENILE ENGAGEMENT COORD
LAB COORD
LAB MANAGER
LAB MGR
LAB OPER MGR
LABORATORY MANAGER
LAN ADMINISTRATOR
LEAD ACCT ASSOC
LEAD APP SERV SPEC
LEAD AUDIO-VISUAL ENGR
LEAD CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE SPEC
LEAD CYBERSECRTY ANLYS
LEAD CYBERSECURITY ENGR
LEAD CYBERSECURITY RISK ANLYS
LEAD CYBSECRTY ENGR SFT DEVLP
LEAD DATA CTR OPER SPEC
LEAD ECOMMERCE ADMNR
LEAD EDITORIAL SPEC
LEAD FIELD SUPPORT TECH
LEAD FIELD SUPPORT TECHN
LEAD IDENTITY&ACCESS MGMT SPEC
LEAD INFRA SOFTWARE DEVLP
LEAD INFRA SPEC
LEAD INFRA TECHNOL SPEC
LEAD INFRASTRUCTURE SPEC
LEAD IT FIELD CONSULT
LEAD IT INFRASTRUCTURE SPEC
LEAD IT SPEC
LEAD NETWORK ENGR
LEAD PRGM COORD
LEAD PROJ MGR
LEAD QUALITY ASSURANCE ANALYSIS
LEAD QUALITY ASSURANCE SPEC
LEAD SERV DESK ANALYSIS
LEAD SERV MGMT ANALYSIS
LEAD SOFTWARE DEVLP
LEAD SOFTWARE ENGR
LEAD SYST ADMNR
LEAD UNIX/LINUX SYST ADMNR
LEAD USER EXPER DESIGN SPEC
LEAD WINDOWS SYS ADMIN
LEAD WINDOWS SYST ADMNR
LEASING COORD
LIB HIRING SPEC
LIB SERV COORD
LIBRARIAN
LIBRARY OPERATIONS ASSOCIATE
LIBRARY SERVICES COORD
LICENSURE & PROJ SPEC
LICENSURE OFCR
LINUX ADMNR
LINUX SYS & DATABASE ADMIN
LINUX SYST ADMNR
LITIGATION SUPPORT COORD
LRNG & DEVLP DATA ASST
LRNG DESIGN SPEC
LTD SUBMISSIONS MGR
M.ENG. PRGM COORD
MAG RES IMG SPECIALIST
MAINTENANCE COORD
MAJOR AWARDS COORD
MANAGING EDITOR
MARKETING ASSOC
MARKETING SPEC
MECH CONSTRCTN SUPERINTENDENT
MEDIA COMNC COORD
MEDIA COMNC MGR
MEDIA COMNC SPEC
MEDIA RELATIONS ASSOC
MEDICAID PROJ MGMT SPEC
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST I
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST II
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST III
MEMBER SERV COORD
MEMBERSHIP MGR
MGMT ENGR SPEC
MGR CMTY ENGAGMT & PRGMS
MGR CYBERSECRTY TRNG PRGM ADMN
MGR EXBT INTERP & VSTR EXPER
MGR OF AG SCIENCES FACILITIES
MGR OF DATA & BUS INTEL
MGR OF HELP DESK SERV
MGR OF TECHNOL SUPPORT & TRNG
MGR OF VISITOR SRVCS & EVENTS
MGR RES AND CLIN SUPPORT
MGR, BUS AFF
MGR, CYBERSEC SFTWR DEV&ASSUR
MGR, CYBERSECURITY OPER CTR
MGR, DATA & TECHNOL INNOVATION
MGR, DATA&PRIVACY ANLYS&OPER
MGR, ENDPOINT SERV
MGR, ENTERPRISE APP SERV
MGR, IDENTITY & ACCESS MGMT
MGR, IT PROJ MGMT
MGR, MANAGED IT SERV
MGR, MANAGED SYST & SERV
MGR, PLANT ENGR
MGR, ENTERPRS TCH LRNG TECHNOL
MKTG & COMNC COORD
MKTG & COMNC GRAPHIC DESIGNER
MKTG & COMNC SPEC
MKTG & OUTREACH SPEC
MKTG AND COMNC SPEC
MKTG AND WEB SPEC
MKTG ASSOC
MKTG COORD
MKTG LEAD
MKTG SPEC

MKTNG AND COMM SPEC

MOBILE FAC EQUIP MNGR

MOLECULAR BEAM EPITAXY FCL CRD

MORNING EDITION HOST

MTAC TRNG COORD

MULTIMEDIA GRAPHICS SPEC

MULTIMEDIA PROD HOST

MULTIMEDIA PRODUCER

NATIVE AFFAIRS PROG COORD

NETWORK ENGR

NEWS REPORTER

NON-DEGREE REGSTR SVCS COORD

NRS PRACR (LU) WEEKEND SHIFT

NRS PRACR (WEEKEND SHIFT)

NURSE I, STAFF

NURSE PRACTITIONER

OCCUP HLTH & SAFETY MGR

OCCUP SAFETY & HLTH COORD

OFFICER, ADMISSIONS & RECORDS

ONLINE GRAD PRGM COORD

ONLINE TRNG SYST COORD (CONT)

OPEN IL SR COORD
OPER & IT MGR
OPER COORD
OPER LEAD
OPER MGR
OPER SUPPORT COORD
OPER SUPPORT SPEC
ORG DEVLP & TRNG COORD
ORG DEVLP & TRNG SPEC
ORG EFFECTIVENESS STRATEGIST
OUTR & COMNC SPEC
OUTR & EDUC COORD
OUTR & PARTNERSHIP COORD
OUTR & PRGM COORD
OUTR AND EDU COORD
OUTR AND ENGAGMT SPEC
OUTR COORD
OUTR PRGM COORD
OUTR SPEC
OUTREACH & PROG COORD
OUTREACH COORD
OUTREACH COORDINATOR
PARTNERSHIP DEVLP COORD
PAYROLL ASSOCIATE
PAYROLL MANAGER
PAYROLL OPER MGR
PGRM & EVENTS COORD
PHYS ASST (LU) WEEKEND SHIFT
PHYS ASST (LU) WEEKEND SHIFT
PHYS ASST WEEKEND SHIFT
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT
POLICE CAPTAIN
POST AWARD SPEC
POST SECONDARY EDUC SPEC
PRAC COORD
PRAC MGR
PREVNTV MAINT PRGM MGR
PRFNL & TRNG DEVLP ASSOC
PRFNL PRGMS COORD
PRG CORD ACCESS/MULTICUL ENGMT
PRGM & EXPERIENCE MGR
PRGM ADVR
PRGM AND WEB EDITOR
PRGM ASST
PRGM ASST (CONT)
PRGM COORD
PRGM COORD - STEWARDSHIP
PRGM COORD (CONT)
PRGM COORD, TAC
PRGM MGR
PRGM MGR STDNT ENGAMGT
PRGM MGR, ORG DEVLP
PRGM SPEC
PRGM SUPPORT SPEC
PRGRM ASST
PRGRMR (IT TECH ASSOC)
PRIN APP SERV SPEC
PRIN IDENTITY&ACCESS MGMT SPEC
PRIN INFRA SPEC HLTH SYS ARCH
PRIN MICROSOFT SYST ENGR
PRIVACY ANLYS
PRNCPL INFRSTR ENG
PROC AND BUSINESS ANAYLST
PROCESS IMPRVSPEC
PROCUREMENT ANLYS
PROCUREMENT MGR, STRATG BUS
PROCUREMENT OFFICER
PROCUREMENT OFFICER ASSISTANT
PROCUREMENT OFFICER SPECIALIST
PROD COORD EVENTS
PRODUCT MGR
PRODUCT OWNER
PROG ASST FOR ACCREDITATION
Prog Bldgs Coord for RL
PROG COORD
PROGRAM ADMINISTRAT ASSISTANT
PROGRAM ASSISTANT
PROGRAM ASSISTANT (CONT)
PROGRAM ASSSSISTANT
PROGRAM COORD
PROGRAM COORD (INS STIPEND)
PROGRAM COORD (LU)
PROGRAM COORD (LUA)
PROGRAM COORD, SAC
PROGRAM COORDINATOR
PROGRAM COORDINATOR (CONTRACT)
PROGRAM DATA ASSISTANT
PROGRAM DATA ASST
PROGRAM FACIL - RES I&L
PROGRAMMER
PROJ COORD
PROJ COORD DIV OF RESP
PROJ DIR
QUALITY ASSURANCE ENGR LEAD
QUALITY ASSURANCE SPECIALIST
QUALITY ASSURANCE TECH
RADIOL TECHNOLOGIST MGR (LU)
RADIOL TECHNOLOGIST SPECIALIST
RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST
REAL ESTATE & BUS OPER SPEC
RECRUIT & EMPLOYER CONN COORD
RECRUIT & ON BOARDING ASSOC
RECRUIT ADM SYST SPEC
RECRUITING & PRFNL CONN COORD
RECX MGMT ENGR SPEC
REGULATED RES PRGM MGR
REGULATED WASTE COMPL MGR
REGULATED WASTE OPS MGR
RES PROJ COORD
RES ADMIN ASSOC
RES ADMIN SPEC
RES ADMN ASSOC
RES COMNC COORD
RES COMPLIANCE ANLYS
RES COORD
RES DATA MGR SPEC
RES DEV COORD
RES DEVLP COORD
RES PARK TALENT MGR
RES PRGM MGR
RES PRGM SPEC
RES PROG COORD
RES PROJ MGR
RES PROJ/LAB MGR
RES SAFETY PRFNL
RES SAFETY PRFNL - CHEM
RES SAFETY PROFESSIONAL
RES SAFETY SPEC
RES TECHNOLOG FACILITATOR
RESEARCH LAB MANAGER
RESRCE & POLICY ANLYS
RETAIL ASSISTANT MANAGER
RETAIL ASST MGR, HOTEL
RETAIL MGR, GEN MERCH
RETAIL SERV MGR
REVIEW COORD
RIMS COORD
RISK MGMT SPEC
RSRSC & POLICY ANLYS
RSRSC & POLICY COORD
RSRSC & SUPPORT COORD
RSRSC OPER COORD
RSRSC POLICY COORD
RSRSC PRFNL
SAFETY & INVENTORY COORD
SAFETY/ENV COMP ASSOC (INTERN)
SAFETY/ENVRL COMPL PROF
SCHOLARSHIP COORD
SCI WRITER
SCIENTIFIC ELEC ENG ASST
SCIENTIFIC ELECTRONICS TECH
SCS MAINT COORD
SENIOR ADMIN SPEC
SENIOR BUS DEVLP COORD
SENIOR ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN
SENIOR HUMAN RESOURCE ASSOC
SERV DESK ANLYS
SERV DESK TECH LEAD
SHARED SERV COORD
SIMULATION LOGISTICS COORD
SOCIAL & DIGITAL STRATEGIST
SOCIAL MEDIA VIDEographer
SOFTWARE DEVELOPER
SOFTWARE DEVLPR
SOFTWARE ENG
SOFTWARE ENGINEER
SOFTWARE ENGR
SOFTWARE ENGR AND ARCH
SOFTWARE ENGR COORD
SOFTWARE ENGR LEAD
SOFTWARE PROJ MGR
SPEC ASST STRATG PUB ENGAGMT
SPEC PROJ & EVENTS ASSOC
SPEC PROJ & EVENTS COORD
SPECIALTY REPORTER
SPONS RES BUS ANALYST
SPONSORED PROJ COORD
SPONSORED RES BUS ANLYS
SR RES PRGM MGR
SR ACAD AFF COORD
SR ACCT REP
SR ACCTS PAYABLE SPEC
SR ACQUISITIONS EDITOR
SR ACTG ASSOC
SR ACTNT
SR ADM & REC MGR
SR ADM REC COORD
SR ADM SPEC
SR ADMINISTRATIVE AIDE
SR AFFIRMATIVE ACTION COORD
SR APP INTEGRATION SPEC
SR APP PRGRMR
SR APP SERV SPEC
SR APP SUPPORT SPEC
SR APPL SRVC SPEC
SR ASC DIR, CAREER & PRO DEVLP
SR ASSOC DIR MKTG COMNC
SR ASSOC DIR OF ALUMNI ENGAGMT
SR ASSOC DIR OF STEWARDSHIP
SR ASSOC DIR SPEC EVENTS
SR ASSOC DIR STDNT ENGAGMT
SR ASSOC DIR, MKTG & STRG COMM
SR ASSOC DIR, OPERATIONS & EXP
SR ASSOC DIR, TEC
SR ASSOC HR MGR
SR ASSOC PRGM DIR, MSA
SR ASST DIR
SR ASST DIR DATA ANLYS SYST SV
SR ASST DIR EMPLOYER REL
SR ASST DIR INATL ADM
SR ASST DIR INCLSV EXCEL
SR ASST DIR OF GRAD PRGMS
SR ASST DIR OF OPER
SR ASST DIR OPER, RECS & DATA
SR ASST DIR, AWARD MGMT
SR ASST DIR, COURSE MAT
SR ASST DIR, HLTH PRFN
SR ASST DIR, INCLSN INITVES
SR ASST DIR, OPER & SYST
SR ASST DIR, TRNG, OUTR, DATA
SR ASST TO EXEC DIR/POL CHIEF
SR AST DIR INFO & SUPPORT
SR AUDIO VID & EMERG TECH SPEC
SR AUDIO-VISUAL ENGR
SR AWARD MGMT COORD
SR BUS & FIN COORD
SR BUS & FIN SPEC
SR BUS ANLYS
SR BUS COORD
SR BUS MGR (LU)
SR BUS SPEC
SR BUSINESS & FINANCIAL COORD
SR BUSINESS ANALYST
SR CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE SPEC
SR COLL EVENTS COORD
SR COMNC COORD
SR COMNC SPEC
SR CONT COORD
SR CONTRACT COORD
SR CONTRACT SPEC
SR COORD
SR COORD - ISGC
SR COORD BUS FIN
SR COORD CNTRCTS & SERV
SR COORD COMNC & ALUMNI REL
SR COORD CONTRACTS & SERV
SR COORD DEBT & UNCLMD PROP
SR COORD FOIA
SR COORD GOVT COSTING
SR COORD IGPA COLLAB
SR COORD IPHEC
SR COORD MEMBERSHIP & COMNC
SR COORD NATURAL AREAS MGMT
SR COORD OF LIB SERV & OUTR
SR COORD OF MEDIA COMNC
SR COORD OF ONLINE PRGMS
SR COORD OF STRATG COMNC
SR COORD PAYMENT OPER
SR COORD SYST GOVT COSTING
SR COORD UNIV CONTRACTS
SR COORD, AUDIT & COMPL
SR COORD, CASH & DATA MGMT
SR COORD, COMNC & ALUMNI REL
SR COORD, DATA & SYST
SR COORDINATOR
SR CORP RELATIONSHIP MGR
SR CRM AND PROJ COORD
SR CYBERSECRTY ANLYS
SR CYBERSECRTY ENGR
SR CYBERSECURITY ENGR
SR CYBERSECURITY RISK ANLYS
SR CYBERSECURITY TRNG SPEC
SR CYBSECRTY ENGR SFTW DEVLPR
SR CYBSECRTY ENGR SOFTW DEVLPR
SR DATA ANALYS
SR DATA AND POLICY ANALYS
SR DATA ANLYS
SR DATA BREACH&INCIDENT ANLYS
SR DATA COORD
SR DATA SYST DEVLPR
SR DATA WAREHOUSE DESIGNER
SR DATABASE ADMN
SR DATABASE SPEC
SR DESIGNER
SR DEVLPR
SR DIGITAL MKTG & MEDIA MGR
SR DIGITAL MKTG COORD
SR DIR OF MKTG & COMNC OPER
SR DIR OF STRATG MKTG & COMNC
SR DIR, LAS CAREER SRVCS
SR EDUC APP SUPPORT SPEC
SR ELEARNING PRFNL
SR ELEARNING SPEC
SR ELEC RSRSC COORD
SR ELRNG DEVLPR
SR ELRNG SPEC
SR ENDPOINT SERV SPEC
SR ENGAGMT COORD
SR ENTERPRISE SYST ANLYS
SR ENTERPRISE SYST SPEC
SR ETL DEVLPR
SR EXT INFO TECH ANLYS
SR EXT INFO TECHNOL ANLYS
SR FACILITY OPERATIONS COOR
SR FIELD SAFETY ADV'R
SR FIN ACCT & RPT COORD
SR FIN ANLYS
SR FIN COORD
SR GRAD PRGMS COORD
SR GRANTS & CONTRACTS COORD
SR GRANTS & CONTRACTS SPEC
SR GRAPHIC DESIGNER
SR HELP DESK SPEC
SR HR COORD
SR HR GENERALIST
SR HR OPER PARTNER
SR HR SPEC
SR HR STRATG OPER ADV'R & ANYS
SR HUMAN RESOURCE ASSOCIATE
SR HUMAN RESOURCES COORD
SR IDENTITY&ACCESS MGMT SPEC
SR INATL ADM SPEC
SR INFO TECHNOL SPRT SPEC
SR NETWORK ANLYS
SR NETWORK ENGR
SR OPER SPEC
SR OPER TECHN
SR PRGM COORD
SR PRIVACY ANLYS
SR PROC & FIN ANLYS
SR PROCUREMENT COORD
SR PROD COORD EVENTS
SR PROD-DIR
SR PROG MGR
SR PROJ COORD
SR PROJ MGR
SR PROJECT COORD
SR PROP COORD
SR PROP DEV/FIN SPEC
SR PROPOSAL DEVLP COORD
SR QUALITY ASSURANCE ENG
SR QUALITY ASSURANCE SPEC
SR RES ADMN COORD
SR RES PRGM ANLYS
SR RES PRGM MGR
SR RES PRGRMR
SR RES PROJ COORD
SR RSRSC & POLICY ANLYS
SR SAFETY COORD
SR SAFETY ENGR
SR SERV MGMT ANLYS
SR SOFTWARE DEVELOPER
SR SOFTWARE DEVLP
SR SOFTWARE DEVLPR
SR SOFTWARE ENGR
SR SOURCING & CONTRACT COORD
SR SPEC PAYMENT OPER
SR SPEC PROJ MGR (CONT)
SR SPEC, PROCESSING & REC MGMT
SR SPONSORED RES BUS ANLYS
SR SPONSORED RES BUS ANYLS
SR STDNT FIN AID ADMIN
SR STDNT FIN AID ADMNR
SR SYST DEVLPR
SR SYST ENGR
SR TECH COMNC COORD
SR TECH SPEC
SR TRANSER PROC COORD
SR TRANSFER COURSE ARTIC SPEC
SR UGRAD PRGM COORD
SR WEB APP DEVLPR
SR WEB APP PRGRMR DESIGN
SR WEB APPLICATION DEVLPR
SR. GRAPHIC DESIGN SPECIALIST
SR. HUMAN RESOURCE ASSOCIATE
SR. PROGRAM COORD
SRVC CNTR MGR
STAFF NRS 1 (LU)
STAFF NRS I
STAFF NURSE 1
STAFF NURSE I
STAFF NURSE I (FLEX)
STANDARDIZED PATIENT PRGM SPEC
STDNT CONDUCT COORD
STDNT FIN AID ADMIN
STDNT FIN AID ADMN
STDNT REC ASSOC
STEWARDSHIP COORD
STEWARDSHIP & DONOR REL COORD
STEWARDSHIP ALUMNI REL COORD
STORYTELLING & SOC MEDIA SPEC
STRATG CONTENT COORD
STRAKT CONTENT SPEC
STRAKT DESIGN SPEC
STRAKT PROJ COMMUNICATOR
STRAKT RSRSC COORD
STUD-ATHL INSUR & MED REC CORD
STUDENT FIN AID ADMIN
STUDIO MANAGER
STUDIO TECHNOL COORD
STWDSHIP ALUMNI REL OPS COORD
SUPERINTENDENT OF BLDG MAINT
SUPERINTENDENT, CONSTRUCTION
SUPERINTENDENT, MECH CONST
SUPERVISOR OF BLDG CRAFTSMEN
SUPPLIER DIVERSITY MGR
SUPVR OF BUILDING CRAFTSMEN
SUST PROG COORD
SUSTAINABLE TRANS ASSIST
SV PREVNT COORD
SYST ADMNR
SYST BUS ANLYS
SYST DEVLP
SYST INTEGRATION ANLYS
SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR
SYSTEMS DEVELOPER
TALENT ACQUIS ASSOC
TALENT ACQUISITION PARTNER-HRA
TALENT MGMT PARTNER
TALENT STRATEGY RECRUITER
TEAM MANAGER
TECH ASSOC
TECH COMM EDUCATOR
TECH DOC SPEC
TECH PRGM MGR
TECH SPEC
TECHNOL BASED TRNG E-DEVLPR
TECHNOL SERV MGR
TECHNOL SPEC
THEATRICAL TECHN COORD
TICKET SERV DIR
TRAINING & DEVEL SPEC I
TRAINING DEVEL SPEC I
TRANSFER COURSE ARTIC SPEC
TRANSLATION SPEC
TRNG & DEVLP SPEC
TRNG & DEVLP SPEC I
TRNG COORD
TRNG DEVLP SPEC I
TSTG & TRACKING COORD
TSTG CTR COORD
TU 0039 FD SERV ADMIN IV
TV TRAFFIC & CONTINUITY SUPVSR
UGRAD ADVS ASST
UGRAD PRGM COORD
UGRAD PRGMS COORD
UGRAD PRGMS SPEC
UGRAD PROGRAM COORD
UNIT MANAGER CATER
UNIT MGR RETAIL
UNIT OPER MGR
UNIT SPACES & TECH SPRT SPEC
UNIV ACAD PRGM SERV COORD
USER EXPERIENCE DESIGN COORD
USER EXPERIENCE DESIGN SPEC
USER EXPERIENCE DESIGNER
UTIL DISTR PRGM COORD
UTILITIES SERV COORD
VIDEO PROD SPEC
VISTOR CTR COORD
VOLUNTEER REL ASSOC
WEB APP DEV
WEB APP DEV MGR
WEB APP DEVLR
WEB APP DVLP/ IT SPEC
WEB CONTENT SPEC
WEB DESIGNER
WEB DEVLR
WEB INTEGRATION SPEC
WEB SERV SPEC
WEB SPEC
WELL-BEING & CMTY COORD
WEP APP DEVLR
WINDOWS SYST ADMNR
WINDOWS SYSTEM ADMIN
WORKERS COMP CLAIMS ANALYST
WORKERS COMP CLAIMS ANLYS
WRITER/EDITOR
ZERO WASTE COORD
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